This paper assesses how parameter uncertainties in the model for rise velocity of CO 2 droplets in the ocean cause uncertainties in their rise and dissolution in marine waters. The parameter uncertainties in the rise velocity for both hydrate coated and hydrate free droplets are estimated from experiment data. Thereafter the rise velocity is coupled with a mass transfer model to simulate the fate of dissolution of a single droplet.
Introduction
All models have uncertainties in the model output. These uncertainties originates from different sources, such as uncertainties in input variables, numerical inaccuracy, and uncertainties in model parameters [1] . It is challenging to assess these uncertainties in model output and the challenge increases with model complexity. Still it is important to access these uncertainties to document predictability quality and to quantify model output accuracy.
This can only be achieved by gathering enough in-situ and experimental data for model calibration, including parameter estimation, and validation for the large variety of models being used in risk assessments of CCS. One way to assess and quantify the uncertainty in the estimated parameters is through Linearized Covariance Analysis (LCA) (see for instance [2] ). This method can also assist in identifying what kind of additional data that will provide a more robust model and how to design experiments in order to achieve them.
In Hvidevold et al. [3] we addressed the parameter uncertainties in a model for the rise velocity of a hydrate free CO 2 droplet, quantifying the uncertainties in a laboratory experiment and parameter fitting reported in Bigalke et al. [4] . Then we studied experiments with different pressure and density conditions separately. We also made suggestions on how to perform a similar experiment with the objective to reduce these uncertainties. This study takes this a step further: Now we combine all experiments with different pressure and density and find a common uncertainty vector for these, in addition hydrate covered droplets are addressed. The rise velocity model is connected to the other sub-model for predicting CO 2 droplet rise, a mass transfer model [5] , [6] , [7] . We will focus on simulating the rise of one single droplet, a very simple model consisting of two ordinary differential equations. The scope is to assess how the parameter uncertainties in the rise velocity model influence on the rising distance of a single droplet released at 800 meters.
The numerical model describing the rise and dissolution of a single droplet in seawater can be described by the coupled differential equations
where we have assumed that there is no horizontal current. The rise velocity of the droplet, u, is dependent on the droplet radius, r, the density of CO 2 , d , and seawater, c , and the drag coefficient C d . The mass transfer from the droplet into seawater is driven by concentration differences on the droplet surface C s and ambient water, C . The Sherwood number, Sh, is a function of the rise velocity and the radius and D is the diffusion coefficient. The Drag coefficient in equation (1) , the Sherwood number and the concentration C s in equation (2) play a key role in the prediction of rise velocity and droplet dissolution. They will in general vary with droplet type and surroundings, and should ideally be estimated from experimental data for each specific case. We will study hydrate coated and hydrate free liquid CO 2 droplets, and need different expressions for C d , Sh and C s for each case.
Model expressions for hydrate coated and hydrate free CO 2 droplets
An introduction to the expression used for the drag coefficient, the Sherwood number and the concentration of the droplet surface C s for the two models studied here is given below.
Drag Coefficient
The drag coefficient may be split into the friction factor f h,c and the 
Where Re=2 c is the Reynolds number, is the dynamic viscosity and (c,h),i are parameters estimated by parameter fitting. The subscript h and c denotes hydrate presence or absence, respectively, i=1,2,3. The solution of equation (1) can be written u=u(x, ), where x represent the experimental conditions, here radius, pressure and temperature. This equation can be used to find an estimate for , denoted * , by comparing u for different radiuses, pressure and temperature conditions to corresponding experimental observations, U.
Due to measurement errors * is not equal to the true parameter vector. Linearized Covariance Analysis (LCA), see e.g. [10] , can be used to calculate a region in parameter space that with a given probability level contains the true parameter. This region is called a 100(1 -% confidence region, (0,1). The calculation is based on the assumption that the model is linear with respect to the parameters; this is not the case for our model. However if the nonlinearity is not too severe the LCA results can still be trusted. Therefore the validity of the linearization should be assessed, for this purpose curvature measures of nonlinearity [11] will be used.
Bates and Watts [11] divided between two types of nonlinearity; the nonlinearity due to the parameterization of the model and the intrinsic nonlinearity. These two types of nonlinearity can, through calculations omitted here, be given as scalar values called relative curvature measures. To assess the validity of a particular confidence region calculated with LCA, Bates and Watts [11] suggested to compare the relative curvature measures with an appropriate cut-off value. Let P and I denote scaled parameter effect curvature and scaled intrinsic curvature, respectively, i.e., the relative curvature measures divided by their cut-off values. If the curvatures I or P are above 1 Bates and Watts [11] argued that LCA-based confidence regions should not be trusted. However, this cut-off value does not represent a sharp division between acceptable and unacceptable nonlinearity, see e.g. [12] .
Sherwood number and solubility of CO 2
The Sherwood number can be found through various correlations or can be derived from experimental data. There exists a limited amount of experimental data for mass transfer of CO 2 droplets in seawater. From those experiments that exists, e.g. [13] [14] , different models have been derived and suggested, e.g. [15] , [16] , [17] , [5] . Since a direct comparison is difficult, especially in the presence of hydrate, we use the model suggested by Chen et al [7] , together with their expression for the solubility of CO 2 
where the last term is the ratio of total effective droplet area to total area of an equivalent sphere. Solubility of CO2 droplets decrease with decreasing pressure and due to hydrate coating it increase with increasing temperature, in contrast to hydrate free CO 2 droplets [18] .
In the hydrate free case we use the Ranz-Marshall correlation [19] to calculate the Sherwood number Sh c 2 0.69Re
where Sc= c is the Schmidt number. For the concentration of CO 2 on the droplet surface Teng et al. [20] argumented that dissolution rate of droplets in ocean depends weakly on depth and suggested that constant solubility may be used if an appropriate value is selected.
Uncertainties in the rise velocity
In [4] they performed a total of nine experiments with different pressures and temperatures for hydrate free and hydrate coated CO 2 droplets. The pressure and temperature in the experiment varied between 8.3-24.8MPa and 1.9-13.9°C. Assuming that the uncertainties in pressure and temperature conditions are neglectable the standard deviation of the measurement error given in [3] is valid.
We can combine the experiments in the hydrate coated region to calculate an uncertainty for the parameters in equation (4), and the experiments for the hydrate free region to find an uncertainty for the parameters in equation (5) . In Table 1 In [3] we performed a parameter uncertainty analysis and a nonlinearity assessment on the rise velocity of a hydrate free CO 2 droplet for three experiments with fixed pressure and density. We divided the analysis into two groups with slightly different experimental conditions. In both groups the nonlinearity assessment gave I<1. In addition the first group had P>1, while the second group gave P below 1. The assessment made from the LCA results from the first group was very similar to that made from the second group, where P<1. This strengthened our belief in the LCA results from the first group, in particular since the values of P from the results in the first group were not much larger than 1.
Values of P and I related to the LCA results in the current paper is listed in Table 1 . Both values of P and one of the I-values are larger than 1, but none of the values are very high. Recalling that the value 1 does not represent a sharp division between acceptable and unacceptable nonlinearity, and based on our previous experience (see, previous paragraph), we continue our investigation using the LCA-results in Table 1 . A more thorough investigation of the validity of these LCA-results, like a Monte Carlo study, would be a natural part of further work with these results. Figure 1 show how the uncertainty in the parameters affect the rise velocity, equation (1), for the hydrate and hydrate free case. 
Simulation of the rise and dissolution of a single CO 2 droplet
-5 order Runge-Kutta method to simulate the rise and dissolution of a single CO 2 droplet in seawater. The seawater density and the density if CO 2 is calculated from the Gibbs Seawater (GSW) Oceanographic Toolbox [21] , and a 32 term Modified Benedict-WebbRubin equation of state [20] , respectively. The salinity is set to 34.8 and D = 7.1141×10 -15 Tk/ , where Tk is the temperature in Kelvin. The concentration in the ambient water C is assumed to be zero. All the droplets are released at 800meter. When the droplet diameter is 1mm the simulation stops and we assume that remaining mass is dissolved at the last depth. For each droplet we perform m simulations where we pick a set of parameter values within the 95% confidence region, Table 1. In the illustrations the results that differ most from the results when the estimated parameter sets are used is shown. This will correspond to the parameter sets that result in the highest and lowest rise velocity, Figure 1 .
For hydrate free droplets we use equation (3), (5) and (7) in (1) and (2) . The droplets surface concentration, C s =1363.33 44.01g/m 3 , is constant [22] . The parameter values in the friction factor, estimated by [4] , are given in equation (5) and is denoted c,est . Even though hydrate free CO 2 droplets does not exists is seawater for temperatures lower than 10°C, simulations will be done for such temperatures. The model is included to investigate the effect the parameter uncertainty have on rise and dissolution of a single droplet, always keeping in mind that these simulations are strictly theoretical.
Equation (3), (4) and (6) in (1) and (2) is used to simulate hydrate free droplets. The droplets surface concentration is calculated with the expression derived in [7] . The parameter values in the friction factor are given in equation (6) and are denoted h,est , and the rise velocity using these parameters will be referred to as the estimated rise velocity. Figure 2a) shows the depth and time span where hydrate coated droplets are fully dissolved for five different temperatures. The deviations due to the uncertainty in rise velocity are small, ±3m and ±2.5min from the estimated rise velocity. Figure 1 explains this; the parameter uncertainties have little effect on the rise velocity for droplets smaller than 1cm in diameter. Investigating one temperature; the droplet that dissolves fastest in deepest depth have highest rise velocity, see Figure 4b . The temperature have more impact than the uncertainty in the velocity, if the temperature decreases from one to zero the droplets travels about 20m higher and use 6min longer before being dissolved. This is caused by the temperature dependency on solubility of hydrate coated CO 2 droplets. The depth and time span where hydrate free droplets are fully dissolved for five different temperatures is shown in Figure 2b ). The deviations due to the uncertainty in rise velocity is ±(5-6) meter and less than 1 minute from the estimated rise velocity. This is more than for hydrate coated droplet, because there is higher uncertainty affects on smaller droplets, see Figure 1 . Here the droplet with the lowest velocity uses longest time to dissolve and travel shortest in the water column.
The total amount of dissolved CO 2 , normalized with respect to the initial droplet mass, is plotted against the depth in Figure 3a) . It illustrates that the larger the temperature is the more CO 2 dissolves per meter in the lowest depths. After 60 meters about 72% of the droplet is released when the Tc=5°C, yellow, in contrast to 55% for Tc=0°C, blue. The hydrate free droplet, black line, lays somewhere in between, here difference due to temperatures changes is almost invisible and is therefore omitted. From Figure 3b ) we note that the difference due to rise velocity uncertainty have little impact on where in the water column the droplet dissolves.
If the initial droplet diameter is 2cm the deviations due to the uncertainty in rise velocity increase, Figure 4a ). Now the deviation from the estimated rise velocity is ±(24-40) m and ±(5-9) min due to rise velocity uncertainties. This is because the uncertainty in the rise velocity is large for big droplets, see Figure 1 . The difference due to temperature is not that dominant, but is bigger than for smaller droplets. From Figure 4b ) we note that the droplet with highest velocity dissolves more CO 2 in the lower water depths compared with the low velocity droplet.
Conclusion
The simulations show that the parameter uncertainties in the rise velocity model have little impact on the simulations performed here, especially for small droplets, i.e. close to spherical. Hence the parameters estimated by Bigalke et al. [4] seems to be sufficiently accurate, at least for the pressure and temperature regime studied here.
For hydrate coated CO 2 droplets the variation in temperature appears to have higher influence on the rise height and dissolution of a droplet in the ocean than parameter uncertainties in the rise velocity. However, it seems like the uncertainties associated with the mass transfer for hydrate coated droplets are higher and dominate the rise intervals obtained.
The models used are based on experimental data at pressures higher than 800 meter. This is not necessarily representative for shallower marginal seas, like the North Sea, where the natural and seasonal temperature variations are higher than in the deep ocean. The challenge is to predict the impact on marine waters from CO 2 release and dissolution at such depths. For this experimental and in-situ data at appropriate depths will be vital for model calibration and validation. 
